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COMPANY PROFILE

Ramboll is a leading engineering, design, environmental
and consultancy company employing 15,000 experts. Our
presence is global with a strong representation in the
Nordics, United Kingdom, Northern America, Middle East
and Asia Pacific. We constantly strive to achieve inspiring
and exacting solutions that make a genuine difference to
our clients, the end-users, and society as a whole.
www.mea.ramboll.com

16,500 EXPERTS
300 OFFICES
35 COUNTRIES
BUILDINGS
Buildings form a fundamental
part of our lives by shaping
our communities and
daily activities. As one
of the top eight building
designer’s worldwide (ENR
2015), we have designed
inspiring, efficient, and
award-winning buildings for
several decades and we are
the preferred partner for
some of the world’s leading
architects and developers.
Our design philosophy is to
always consider the human
experience and we challenge
assumptions to create the
most practical and economic
designs.g

TRANSPORT
Mobility fuels economic
and social development
and with 50% of the world’s
population now living in
urban areas, efficient and
reliable transport systems
are essential.
To meet this need, Ramboll
has been working on some
of the world’s largest, most
innovative infrastructure
projects and is the leading
consultancy in the Nordic
market. We create value
for transport authorities,
contractors and local
authorities by providing
multidisciplinary technical
excellence and minimising
resource usage.

WATER
Water is essential to life and
one of our most precious
resources. Working with
municipalities, utilities,
and industrial clients
Ramboll draws on proven
multidisciplinary expertise
to manage the most
challenging water resources,
wastewater, and storm
water issues. We integrate
treatment process selection
and engineering, operational
services, and regulatory
management and planning
to deliver innovative
solutions that gain both
industries and society.

ENERGY
With security of supplies,
climate change, energy
efficiency and resource
scarcity as top priorities
on the global agenda,
there is a general push
towards renewables,
although conventional
energy will continue to
play a significant role in the
energy mix in the coming
years. As a consultancy,
Ramboll is at the forefront
of addressing the green
transition and offers a
holistic approach to energy
that supports the sector on
the journey towards more
sustainable solutions.

Ramboll head office
Ramboll office

PLANNING & URBAN
DESIGN
Ramboll’s holistic approach
to urban development
encompasses strategy,
planning, and world class
technical design services
and is based on an
integrated multidisciplinary
skills base. We have an
extensive track record
working with a number of
the world’s largest cities to
create liveable, sustainable,
and implementable urban
development solutions that
are fully adapted to the local
context.

ENVIRONMENT &
HEALTH
As a globally recognised
environmental and health
consultancy, we have earned
a reputation for technical
and scientific excellence,
innovation and client service.
Advances in science and
technology and evolving
regulatory, legal and social
pressures create increasingly
complex challenges for our
clients. We evolve to keep
pace with these changes
– by adding new services,
contributing to scientific
advances or expanding
geographically.

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
National, regional and
local authorities are
responsible for issues that
affect us all; from health
care, education and day
care to strategic planning
of infrastructure and
climate initiatives. Drawing
on 500 management
experts, Ramboll acts as a
trusted partner to public
administrations, creating
the insights needed to
make informed strategic
decisions that promote
stronger societies. With
unprecedented levels of
competition in the global
economy, Ramboll focuses
on empowering private
sector clients with expertise
and powerful management
tools.
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TOWERS AND TELECOM

TOWERS AND TELECOM

mapping, laboratory and in-situ testing
to advanced numerical modelling, project
implementation, inspection, supervision
and commissioning for both refurbishment
and green field projects.
03 Measurement of electromagnetic
radiation
Ramboll can perform electromagnetic
measurements with highly specialised
equipment, which are certified every
second year. A very broad range of
E-field frequencies and H-field(magnetic)
frequencies are covered.

An indispensable part of modern-day civilisation, the towers and telecom
sector draws special attention to Ramboll where we constantly evolve our
technology and systems in line with the ever-stretching needs of society.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
RANKINGS
Ramboll is ranked 1 in “Towers and
Antennae” category among the
international design firms worldwide
(Source: ENR Sourcebook 2018)

Enabling efficient connections for
development
Today none of us can pass a day
without communicating with others
or receiving information from the
web, television or the radio. These
modern conveniences are supported
by masts and towers that are
properly designed, constructed and
maintained for that purpose, and
Ramboll leads the way in this space.
India is becoming the world’s
fastest-growing telecommunications
market with more than one billion
subscribers. This is driving the rapid
development of related infrastructure,
which Ramboll supports by supplying
telecom solutions to mobile operators
and network service providers.
With almost seven decades of
experience in creating innovative,

cost-effective designs for telecom
infrastructure, smart city solutions
and special structures, Ramboll is one
of the world leaders in this category.
Our expertise is renowned for offering
sustainable telecom structures
with optimised solutions that can
be customised as per the client’s
requirement.
Powering Towers and Masts for
decades
Liveable cities are healthy, safe
places in which people can thrive,
communities can grow, and the
environment can flourish. With
the invasion of technology, there
is an increasing need for cities to
also be smart. World over, there
are significant efforts to develop
smart cities which will help create
a sustainable and intelligent
environment.
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05 Non-telecom structures
We have also extended our design
expertise towards structures like stadium
masts, gantry and other such public or
street structures. Our stringent highquality standards and supervision ensure
the design of robust structures.
06 Tower assessment service
Ramboll has delivered valued engineering
service to utilise the existing towers
optimally to peak the tenancy utilisation
with or without strengthening towers.
We have extensive experience in this area
having successfully implemented such
projects for major clients in India and
abroad.
05

07 Tubular towers
Our team of experts at Ramboll have
developed a Tubular profile tower, where
the use of tower structural steel and
foundation is relatively less than other
tower configurations. Ramboll’s tubular
profile tower is eco-friendly as all the
required resources are optimally utilised.
We have deployed more than 100,000
tubular towers in India and have also
catered to many other countries.

01 Monopoles and Camouflaging
Solutions
Ramboll-designed monopole is an
undisputable leader in the passive
infrastructure space. We work closely with
tower companies and operators to help
meet the best standard and aesthetically
design for their key clients. Ramboll
designed monopoles also have an elevated
platform for telecom equipment such as
BTS, battery banks, power banks, etc.
Ramboll offers designs like the lotus
monopole, palm tree, pine tree and many
other solutions, which blend in with the
city’s requirements. These designs can
be flexibly customised as required by the
administrative authorities.
02 Power Transmission Lines
Ramboll has been working with overhead
transmission lines for more than 50
years and we have the comprehensive
knowledge to support our clients in solving
their challenges. Our services cover all
project phases from site investigations,

04 Smart site solution
Our smart site solution is a process
improvement which incorporates optimum
utilisation of the tower site. A built-in
equipment platform (EPF) is designed to
host and support all the needed equipment
within the footprint of the tower itself.

Software Engineering services
A steady focus on the development and
improvement of computer programmes
for design and analysis of towers makes
us a premium software service provider
in this niche area. Engineering software
like iTOWERS Designer TL, iTOWERS
Designer MW, iSWITCHYARD are globally
recognised for the design of lattice towers
within telecom and transmission structures
and has a worldwide client base.
In a unique Public Private Partnership
(PPP) between Department of
Telecommunications (DoT), Pan India
Telecom Service Providers and Ramboll in
India, National Electro Magnetic Frequency
(EMF) Portal brings together members
of public, telecom service providers and
DoT regulatory enforcement cells to
create transparent and effective process
to ensure regulatory compliance of EMF
guidelines at tower sites.
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TOWER AND TELECOM
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MAKING CITIES SMARTER

SMART
GOVERNANCE

MAKING CITIES
SMARTER

City administration is evolving to become more interactive
and analytics-based to make governance more efficient

Designing infrastructure that enhances life

SMART CITIES MISSION
Digital India initiative aims at
providing universal access to mobile
connectivity and internet to the
farthest corners of India. The smart
cities mission is in line with this
vision and telecommunications
is the backbone of anything that
relates to smart technology and
development.

Ramboll data centre
The data collected by the smart
elements from across the city will be
integrated to one Command control
centre, where real-time data helps
city authorities to make informed
decisions. Smart governance enables
cities to use technology to create a

collaborative. transparent, secure,
and sustainable environment for its
citizens and administrative authorities.
Smart cities have created a channel
between the government and its
people leading to a more democratic
form of governance.

World over, there is a significant effort
to develop smart cities which will help
create a sustainable and intelligent
environment. Designing Ramboll’s
smart city solutions have showcased
our team’s capabilities from providing
telecommunication infrastructure to
offer much more than just that.
Ramboll is actively contributing to the
Smart cities mission which is in line
with the Indian Government’s broader
agenda of Digital India. We are rapidly
progressing towards this goal, with
some municipal cities already being
in the pole deployment stage. We are
on our growth path and have some
remarkable projects in the pipeline

that will establish Ramboll in a big
way in this area.
Ramboll’s smart city solutions
have the potential to be fitted with
numerous capabilities and functions
depending on the client’s need. Our
smart city solutions are flexible and
can be upgraded or modified with
new and evolving technology and
devices.
Our multifunctional Smart city
solutions can be integrated with:
• LED Lights
• Wi-Fi antennae, environmental
sensors and emergency
announcement system

• High Definition surveillance
cameras
• Electrical Vehicle charging and
mobile charging points
• IP rating 19” cabinet rack to support
telecom equipment like battery
bank, power bank, BTS (Base
Transceiver Station), etc.
• Traffic Signal and Display screens
• Space to host multiple cellular
technologies
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PRODUCT INNOVATION

INNOVATION
WITH QUALITY

Customised solutions
Our experts have designed our
Smart city solutions to be sleek,
multifunctional and simplistic.
These designs are flexibly customised
to be integrated with additional
functionality as per the needs
of the city.

We look beyond today for solutions that are innovative and ahead
of the future. We improve the physical environment, strengthen
social cohesion and development and minimize the negative
impacts and environmental degradation related to modern life.

GLOBAL EXPERTISE
Our experience in catering to
projects globally helps us apply our
global expertise to local challenges
and offer holistic solutions.
Our smart city solutions are of
international standards and yet can
be aesthetically tailored to suit local
requirements.

Ramboll’s structural designs of
masts and towers are internationally
recognised, we influence international
codes & standards and are currently
chairing the IASS Group (International
Association for Shell and Spatial
Structures) on Towers & Masts. Our
poles are distinctly superior in design,
detailing, quality and durability.
• Aesthetic appearance
• High-quality
• Optimised as per the project’s
requirement
• Light-weight
• Easy to transport

•
•
•
•

Ramboll offers tailored solutions
to clients depending on their
requirement after assessing all the
factors involved. Our Smart city
solutions are designed to be futuristic
to be able to cater to the needs of
today and the future. These can
further be upgraded with newer
technology as they evolve

Each city has its local flavour and
cultural inclinations which determine
its need. Ramboll’s smart city
solutions are versatile and can be
customised as per the needs of the
city and its people.

Easy and fast assembly
Robust and durable
Low-maintenance
Simplistic

High Quality
Ramboll’s services reflect high quality
standards and our experts follow a
stringent process to test the same.
The smart poles that are designed by
Ramboll undergo a check for wind
loads, drag coefficient, durability
of the foundation and for optimum
footprint size. All poles are galvanised
to ensure durability.
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SOLUTIONS
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OUR DESIGNS

OUR
DESIGNS
Standing tall, our Smart city solutions
are capable of powering cities with the
functionality they need, to enable easy
access to facilities for residents.

Ramboll’s smart city solutions are
customised to make city residents
have modern conveniences in a
secure public environment. Interactive
smart structures also ensure that the
governing authorities have access
to real-time data enhancing the
efficiency of the government. Each
smart structure can be fitted with
multiple functionalities as per the
city’s requirements
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OUR DESIGNS
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SMARTCITYSOLUTIONS@RAMBOLL.COM

